CHLOÉ MCLENNAN

P O R T F O L I O // W I N T E R 2 0 1 9

IN CONSIDERATION FOR

ABOUT

ART DI R E CTOR

“Chloé McLennan defies an obvious job title. She is a hybrid of many
things: a creative, a visual thinker, and making is her first language.
However she also has a strategic mind, obsessing over structures that
scale and grow with brands and product lines. This one-two punch in
a single person is rare, and one of the reasons Cinco loves her.

ADDITIONAL EXPERTISE:
S e ni or B rand St rategist
S e ni or B rand Writer
Grap hi c De si g n er
C omme rci al Produ ct ion

11+ YEARS EXPERIENCE

CONTACT

Previous to working at Cinco, Chloé led the relaunch of retail brand
Tyler Ellis. As Vice President of Marketing, she had a large array of
responsibilities, including working closely with Tyler to bring all of her
creative visions to life. She oversaw the rebranding of the company,
managed all marketing needs, and the communication between
sales, social media, and press ensuring a consistent brand
tone throughout.
Her 11-year background also covers a myriad of creative roles (often
simultaneous) including art direction, strategy, writing, design, and
many commercial and film production positions. In every endeavor, it
is clear her joy comes from seeing a vision through from the spark
of ideation all the way to its fullest realization.”

PHONE:
20 6.4 37. 2811

EMAIL:

-Kevin Wolahan, Senior Creative Director at Cinco Design

c hl . m cl e nnan@gmail.com

REFERENCES

(click name for link to website)

Kevin Wolahan (Sr. Creative Director, Cinco) 917.689.8126
Matt Capozzi (Executive Director, Cinco) 971.344.1608
Phillip R. Lopez (Film Director) 949.903.8916

EDUCATION

Cornish College of the Arts
BFA in G ra ph ic a n d M o tio n D e sign

Washington State University
BS in I n du stria l /O rga n iz a tio n a l Psych o l o gy
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ART DIRECTOR, STRATEGIST & WRITER // BRANDING

ATELIER PAULA CROWN
& CINCO DESIGN
Paula Crown is from the prestigious Crown family in
Chicago, owner of Aspen Ski Company, and an artist.
Cinco Design was hired to brand her current fine art
studio and conceptualize a new brand endeavor that
embodied the philosophy of her art. I was brought onto
this unique project as the Art Director, Senior Strategist,
Writer, and Designer.
Throughout my many months on this project, we were
able to connect with Paula in think-tank style meetings to
build a foundation, platform, brand identity, and business
plan that encompassed all of her ambitions within the
art and product world. It was an incredible opportunity
to build a brand through a genuine connection with
how the client creates and all the positive concepts
she wants to bring to life. Assets for this project are
still in progress.
Cinco Team: Matt Capozzi (Executive Director), Kevin
Wolahan (Senior Creative Director), Becca Davis
(Account Director), Sacha Orozco & Elena Butler
(Program Directors)
Cinco’s website here.
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VP OF MARKETING // BRANDING

TYLER ELLIS
Tyler Ellis is the daughter of revered American fashion
icon, Perry Ellis. Seven years ago she started her
own luxury handbag company under the name Tyler
Alexandra. In the summer of 2016, she was ready to
honor and embrace her heritage by changing the
name of her company to Tyler Ellis.
I was hired to lead and execute the concept, design,
and writing of the rebranding. I researched, wrote and
designed a 65-page brand identity book, redesigned
the company logo, and designed her lookbooks. I was
also the client and Creative Director for the photo and
film campaigns for SS17 and FW17.
This led to me being hired full-time as the Vice
President of Marketing where I managed a design
team from concept to completion for the website redesign. I also continued to oversee the concept and
execution of the SS18 and FW18 campaign shoots,
and design of the lookbooks start to finish. This aspect
of the visual tone carried over to how I managed and
ran the social media team, marketing needs, strategy,
and all company communication between sales,
press, and production.
All brand photos by Phillip R. Lopez, his work here.
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TYLER ELLIS // WEBSITE

RESPONSI BI L I TI ES
Rebranding: design of the new logo,
brand typeface and the company’s first
complete 65-page brand book. I also
designed all other branded materials:
business cards, stationery and dust bags
for the products.
Website: Creative Director of the
website redesign. From hiring to
concept to completion of the website
and management. I also tracked and
managed all analytics for the website
and social media growth, and provided
monthly custom reports of the progress
and correlation between the social
media, press, and website activity.
Team management: Working closely with
Tyler, I kept the tasks and expectations of
the separate departments unified and ran
the weekly team meetings.
Marketing: Oversaw all social media
output and managed the social media
team. I worked closely with PR and
created all outgoing brand material.
Production: together I worked with the
immensely talented Phillip R. Lopez (who
is the sole photographer for Tyler Ellis
campaigns). I was the Creative Director
and client on set of the campaign shoots,
selected final images, designed the
lookbooks and managed the printing
from assets to final print.

TYLER ELLIS // BRAND BOOK & STRATEGY

COMMERCIAL // FILM PRODUCTION

CREATIVE DIRECTOR, ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR & PRODUCER
My experience in the high paced field of commercial
production has greatly informed my growth as a team
leader, as well as continued to sharpen my expertise in
communication, organization and strategic planning
for both short-term and long-term goals. It has also
enhanced my ability to problem solve, budget and
think on my feet while providing clear and concise
communication to all areas of my team and crew
(often between 20-70 people). Film and commercial
production have allowed me to seamlessly transition
into branding leadership roles and offered me a wide
scope view on all aspects of what is needed to run a
powerfully effective creative team.
Some companies I have worked with: Google, PacSun,
Skull Cashmere, and Mr Porter x Belstaff.
View Mr Porter commercial (Directed by Cale Glendening) here.
View Project Jaquard video (Directed by Cale Glendening) here.
View Pacsun commercial (Directed by Phillip R. Lopez) here.
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STRATEGIST & WRITER // BRANDING

THE AMERICAN ACADEMY
OF DRAMATIC ARTS
I was hired by Anthem Republic to be the sole writer for
all aspects of the Academy’s new identity. This included:
the website copy, mailing material, the vision statement
for the school, and the creation of an insightful hardback
guidebook about the history of the 130-year-old school.
In order to write for the new voice of the school, I spent
seven months diving into the heart and soul of The
American Academy of Dramatic Arts. They facilitated
a full immersion into meeting the people behind the
reputation, and for the first time, they allowed me to sit
in on many of the classes at both the Los Angeles and
New York campuses. It was impossible not to be swept
up in the wonder I witnessed firsthand, and marry that
inspiration into my writing.
The following pages are examples of the application of
my writing, creative consulting, and results.
View the final website here.
Anthem Republic’s website here.
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THE ACADEMY // WEBSITE

THE ACADEMY // RESULTS

We immersed ourselves into The Academy’s community, observing a
profound group of instructors and administrators who dedicate their lives to
their craft. We witnessed firsthand their tireless effort to connect students
to acting and who they are as individuals. The empathy we gained from
this experience guided each step of telling their story.

DOCUMENTARIES // FILM PRODUCTION

LUCID INC.
For three years I worked full-time at the production
company Lucid Inc., filling many different roles for
commercial and documentary projects.
One of the main projects was a documentary that I
worked on for eight months. We traveled back and
forth from Seattle (where the company was based) to
Uncertain, Texas, a town of 150 people. For a majority
of that time, the co-owner of Lucid, Ewan McNicol,
and I worked as a two-person crew. By covering all the
tasks needed between us, it allowed us to become
closer and less intrusive on the remarkable subjects
we filmed. I served as the on-location producer,
assistant director, b-camera operator, sound recordist,
DIT, and co-editor. The final product is a characterrich love letter to a beautiful and bizarre place that
most of the world passes by.
Watch the trailer here.
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PRODUCTION // DOCUMENTARY // UNCERTAIN

DOCUMENTARIES // FILM PRODUCTION

LUCID INC. CONTINUED
My time with this company was so treasured because
of our shared love of characters. With Lucid I was
able to travel and put caring focus on stories that
were intimate, beautifully produced, and perfectly
odd. The production crew was unbelievably small
in order to keep the focus on the subjects. However
the quality was never compromised, and instead the
environment was to always rise to the occasion.
Dirt Racer
Oil Man
Biker Church
For the examples above, I worked as on-location
producer, b-camera operator, DIT, sound recordist,
graphic designer, and co-editor. Ewan McNicol was
Director for all listed projects.
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STRATEGIST, WRITER & CREATIVE DIRECTOR // FILM PRODUCTION

BRAND STRATEGIST, WRITER
& SENIOR DESIGNER
The success of a treatment or pitch comes
from being able to embody the voice, tone, and
intention of the final product before it has been
created. It is a vital bridge between the vision

SETTING FIRES

and final product to ensure every aspect is
conveyed and communicated clearly.
I have written, designed, and presented many
treatments for feature-length films, television

SAMY MOSHER

shows, brand proposals, commercials, and
tech startup pithes.
If you would like to see any full treatments
separately, please let me know.
Companies I have worked for: Disney,
GameStop, Apothic, Food Lion, and Larabar.
Directors I’ve worked with (click names to see
their respective websites): Richard Farmer,
Phillip R. Lopez, Stadium, Cale Glendening
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